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Operation Christmas Child is a

fantastic project that every

year distributes millions of

shoeboxes filled with toys,

clothes and hygiene products

to children across the globe

that otherwise are unlikely to

receive gifts this Christmas. 

 Since 1993 over 178 million

boxes have been delivered in

over 160 countries!  This is a

fantastic opportunity to spread

the joy of Christmas 

throughout the world, in a very

practical way!

Not only is Operation

Christmas Child a way to show

God's love in a tangible way to

children in need around the

world.  But, together with the

local church worldwide, it's

also an opportunity to share

the Good News of Jesus

Christ.  This is done by offering

every child who receives a box

the opportunity to attend a

discipleship course called 'The

Greatest Journey' which

explains the gospel.

Anyone can choose to fill a

shoebox and instructions of

what to include are on the

box.  You can collect boxes at

Beacon International Centre

on a Sunday or at Sandon Rd

Baptist Church.  Fill your box

and then return it to where you

collected it.

A simple shoebox gift
packed with love and

fuelled by prayer can have a
huge impact!

How can I get
involved?
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As we all know, shoeboxes are

Gospel Opportunities! (GO

boxes!).  This is not only true

for when they are handed out

overseas, but also for when

they are put together here in

the UK. Here are some ideas

for how you can connect with

friends and neighbours as you

pack your boxes:

Take a box for a friend

Many people readily engage

with the idea of sending a

Christmas gift to a child who

may not otherwise receive very

much at all, or even usually

celebrate Christmas. As you

continue the conversation, you

can add that all the gifts are

given out by local church

groups, who create fun events

with songs and games as well.

And since this is a Christmas

gift, the church group will tell

children about God's gift to us

at Christmas, his son Jesus...

Christmas in November

Subject to the rule of six, why

not have a few friends over to

celebrate Christmas in

November you could have

Christmas dinner, play

Christmas games and enjoy

spending time together.  Or,

you could focus your time

around packing shoe boxes

together.  

Socially Distanced Shopping

If you have friends interested

in filling a box/es then why not

suggest a shopping trip

together to fill your boxes. 

 Take the opportunity to chat

about the work of Operation

Christmas Child and why

Christmas is important to you.

Driveway Packing

Lots of people continue to be

keen for community, but at a

distance!  So how about

having an outdoor Christmas 

celebration, perhaps with

mulled wine on your driveways

or outside your front doors

with some carols playing.  No

one needs to mix, but you can

enjoy one another's company

at a significant distance.  If

you've shared boxes with your

neighbours make this the night

they bring them back to you

ready for drop off.

Warehouse Visit

Consider taking a small group

to come and help with

shoebox checking at the OCC

warehouse in Oldbury (open

late Nov to mid-Dec). Everyone

who comes gets to hear the

big picture of what OCC is

doing round the world, and

meet others motivated to give

some of their spare time to

process the thousands of gifts

that come in.

How can I use Operation Christmas Child in a missional way?

Box collection week 9-16th
November


